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Dear  

Thank you for your request made under the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA), received 

on 10 November 2023. You requested the following (numbered for ease in responding): 

1. who is the voice over artist you have used for the Operator's voice?

2. Was this person an internal spokesperson?
3. If sourced externally, how much did it cost?

4. Also how many contact centers do you have across NZ?
5. Does the Department maintain contact centers overseas; say operating out of a NZ

embassy abroad?
6. Will all of the contact centers be accepting local and foreign phone requests?

7. What steps has IR taken to reduce wait times in light of the additional phone traffic?
8. How many staff are employed by each contact centre at the time writing; for the

purposes of being concise, including staff on leave, that would ordinarily be

available or be able to be deployed across your business?

Question 1 

I am refusing this part of your request under section 9(2)(a) of the OIA, to protect the 

privacy of natural persons. However, I can advise that Inland Revenue’s contract for voice 

talent is with The Surgery Studio Ltd.  

Question 2 

The voice talent individual is not an Inland Revenue employee or spokesperson. 

Question 3  

The cost of sourcing the voice talent with The Surgery Studio Ltd is dependent on the 

number of recordings that have been requested and the timing of them. In the last year, 

from November 2022 to October 2023 the total cost, excluding GST, was $24,300. 

Questions 4 and 5 

Inland Revenue has employees that answer contacts from its customers, through voice or 

non-voice channels in 19 offices across New Zealand. 

Question 6 

Inland Revenue’s customer service lines accept all local and overseas based calls; 
however, toll free-calling is not available in every country. You can read more about how 

people can contact Inland Revenue on its website at contact us (ird.govt.nz).  

Question 7 

The time it takes to answer a customer’s phone call is impacted by the demand for a 

service, number of employees available and the skillset needed to take calls or answer 
queries via specific channels. Inland Revenue adjusts its staffing to best manage its 

customer experience across all its channels. For example, around key events such as 
individual income tax assessments, Inland Revenue makes various tools available to assist 

 

 








